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Aim of the Course: 

The aim of the course is, after completion of the acquisition of the knowledge of the foundations of marketing in the 

bachelor degree study and dealing of basic "marketing alphabet" explore options for addressing the problems faced by 

the current practice of marketing management. It solves the problems of lack of effectiveness of marketing activities 

and proposes ways to measure their effectiveness, as in the ever-increasing expenditure on marketing is an ever 

smaller economic effect of them. How to proceed in this situation? How to deal with rising spending on marketing in 

the high competition environment? The answers to these questions provide an object which is a practical guide how to 

do it in the current competitive environment, which is in the field of marketing management increasingly tougher 

course is focused on acquiring the principles of rationality in marketing management. Based on an analysis of reviews 

of the criticisms of marketing and the trend of sustainability in marketing management organizations on the threshold 

of the third millennium. 



Syllabus: 

1. The need for reform of marketing management at the threshold of the third millennium. 

 What has changed in marketing management in the past decade? 

 How has the changes in the market environment affected the concept of marketing management? 

 Customer orientation as the target of marketing management at the turn of the millennium. 

 Background social criticisms of marketing of the third millennium – the negative effects of marketing on the 

customer and the company. 

 Is the current marketing management in the state that needs reform? 

 Decrease the impact of marketing within the organization. Is marketing an equivalent position at the 

negotiating table? 

 Overview of possible reforms in the context of marketing management. 

 

2. Sustainable marketing management – why and how to integrate sustainability into marketing management? 

 Background of the implementation of the concept of sustainable marketing management in practice. 

 Implementation of sustainable marketing management – the need to review traditional marketing activities? 

 The concept of "three E" sustainable marketing management: effective, ethical and environmental approach in 

marketing management. 

 

3. The concept of rational marketing management. 

 Which elements in the marketing management should be reconsidered in view of the criticism of the current 

marketing activities, the current environment and current trends? 

 Products vs. customers. 

 Price vs. value. 

 People vs. processes. 

 Campaigns of the marketing communication vs. approaches to marketing communication. 

 Marketing vs. sales. 

 Analysis vs. understanding. 

 Data vs. information. 

 Budget vs. background. 

 Sometimes vs. in real time. 

 Management vs. measurement. 

 

4. The rationalization strategies of marketing mix elements – "3E" approach in developing product strategy. 

 Creation of new, sustainable products. Products intended for the B2C market. Opportunities in the creation of 

products intended for B2B markets and government market. 

 Brand, label, and packaging of sustainable products. 

 Principles of sustainable strategy of brand building. 

 General and specific conditions for sustainability. 

 Current Slovak legislation in the field of product strategy. 

 The indicators related to market shares, shares in the minds and the minds of customers: the ratio of the 

market; indicator of relative market share and market concentration; expansion index mark and index 

expansion product categories; indicator of market penetration; indicator of the intensity of use of the product; 

indicators hierarchy of food products (awareness - attitudes - use). 

 Indicators related to product management and product portfolio: purchase product for the first time, repeat 

purchase product penetration of the product on the market forecast sales volume of products; indicators of 

growth organization with respect to the product portfolio; indicator of the decline in sales of the product 

because of the introduction of a new product on the market; the overall usefulness of the product and 

customer preferences. 

 



5. The rationalization strategies of marketing mix elements – "3E" approach in developing pricing strategies. 

 Price of the product from the customer point of view (costs relating to the acquisition of the product, with its 

use and disposal). 

 Product price in terms of marketing manager point of view  (pricing system based on values and on the basis 

of costs). 

 Creating sustainable pricing strategy – the need to take account of the real cost of the product. 

 Barriers to build a sustainable pricing strategy (competitive, political, cultural). 

 Indicators related to cost and pricing strategy: an indicator of relative prices; indicator value-price; indicator 

of price elasticity of demand; optimal price; own, and residual cross-price elasticity. 

 

6. The rationalization strategies of marketing mix elements – "3E" approach in developing distribution 

strategies. 

 The reasons for the transition to a sustainable distribution channel distribution cycles. 

 The importance of building sustainable relationships within the distribution (communication and cooperation). 

 Activities and operations of the sustainable distribution cycles. 

 The concept of sustainability in retail. Retail as linking production and consumption. The environmental 

impacts of retail activities. 

 The role of suppliers in the process of building the concept of sustainability in retail. The role of customers in 

the process of building the concept of sustainability in retail. 

 Indicators related to distribution strategy: sales force range from territorial point of view; sales force 

performance evaluation: effort – potential – results; numerical expression distribution volume, volume of 

distribution of the entire product portfolio, the volume of distribution of product categories; indicators used to 

assess the distribution channel; assessment of profitability stocks: reducing prices, gross margin return on 

inventory investment, direct product profitability. 

 

7. Rationalization strategies of marketing mix elements – "3E" approach in developing marketing 

communication strategies. 

 Characteristics of the marketing communications from the point of view of the criterias of sustainable 

marketing management. 

 Components sustainable marketing communications. 

 Barriers to building a sustainable communication strategy. 

 Adjustment of the tools of marketing communication in the current legislation of the Slovak Republic. 

 Indicators related to marketing communication strategy: impression of marketing communication tools, 

marketing communication frequency, the number of opportunities watch news content marketing 

communication, marketing communication tools interference (gross interference gross interference in a 

specific target group); cost per thousand reach marketing communication tool; intervention, pure interference 

and frequency interference marketing communication tools; effective intervention and effective frequency 

interference marketing communication tools; share of voice product marketing communication tools; costs 

impression, cost per click and cost per order in the Internet space. 

 



8. The different perspectives of ethical and socially responsible marketing decisions. 

 Different views on the definition of marketing ethics. 

 Normative approaches to the understanding of marketing ethics. 

 Prospects for the evaluation and improvement of the components making up a complex system of marketing 

ethics. 

 The dimensions of ethical norms and values, marketing managers. 

 Relationship between law and ethics. 

 Processes of marketing decision-containing ethical issues, respectively. ethical dilemmas. 

 Psychological and ethical aspects misleading persuasion. 

 

9. The relationship of various branches of law Slovak and EU legislation and marketing activities. 

 Overview of components comprising the legislative macro environment as a basis for the realization and 

implementation of marketing activities. 

 Legislative view of the problems of creating partial elements of product strategy – protection of intellectual 

property with an emphasis on patents, trademarks and designs. Legal issues sales processes - contract law 

guarantees - statutory and contractual. 

 Legislative aspect distribution of products with an emphasis on the specificities of competition law and price 

discrimination. 

 View of marketing communications through legal attributes – regulation of marketing communication. 

 Consumer protection law in terms of public and private law. 

 Reflection problems relating to marketing activities in the previous decisions of the courts of the various 

courts - important decisions and rulings of these courts. 

 

10. The role of the customer in the concept of rational marketing management. 

 Comparison of traditional and modern understanding of marketing management with regard to the role of the 

customer. 

 The role of the various changes in the segmentation process in the concept of rational marketing management. 

 Segmentation and microsegmentation/fragmentation in the concept of rational marketing management. 

 Creation of new markets (the green markets) and determinants of their development. 

 Creating market position through the attributes of sustainability. 

 Understanding current customer positive experience and creation and implementation of optimal analytical 

approaches. 

 

11. Consumer behavior and sustainable consumption. 

 What is wrong with current patterns of consumer behavior? 

 Can consumption patterns be a marketing tool for partial changes? 

 Access to the understanding of marketing supporting the shift towards a rational consumption. 

 Consumer behavior and sustainable marketing. 

 Sustainable consumption – the basis for sustainable marketing? 

 Participation of customers from B2C markets in the marketing process. 

 Drivers of dynamization of sustainable consumption. 

 Responsibility for the development of sustainable consumption. 

 

12. Measurement of marketing activities and investments within the organization and the creation and 

organization of activities in the building of a unique marketing management within the organization. 

 What changes within the organizational processes at the level of the organization are required to implement it 

in order to achieve the maximum degree of integration of marketing activities? 

 What are the consequences for processes within the internal marketing (such as training)? 

 The relationship between marketing and the organization's performance. 

 Comparison of traditional and new understanding of marketing with respect to efficiency and effectiveness. 
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Evaluation: 

In the seminars will be solved various types of discussion questions and case studies. Specific tasks will be distributed 

to students through e-learning. A lecturer at the end of the seminar can randomly select at least two groups for 

presentation solutions. Other entries assess subsequently forwarded to the writing of a study carried out directly in the 

seminar and credit points in the evaluation of the student. 

Students can work in groups, max. 2-3 members per group. For each assignment may receive a maximum of 3 points. 

During the semester, will be addressed 10 such requests. The maximum number of points that a student can obtain in 

the mid-term evaluation is therefore 30 points/per cent during the trial period, the student can acquire the remaining 70 

points/per cent for passing a written examination in the form of open-ended questions, each for 10 points/per cent. 

Conditions for admission to the examination is to obtain at least 21 points/per cent of assessment during semester. 

Another possibility additions ongoing evaluation within a maximum of 40 points will engage in marketing research 

concerning the readiness of the Slovak public to consumers from B2C market, but also by organizations to implement 

sustainable marketing and sustainable consumption into practice. 

Note: In the case of absence of the student in the seminar is necessary for obtaining continuous assessment in the form 

of points/per cent pay a participation in a seminar with another group, respectively. have proof of the reason for the 

absence. 
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